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&°T
E This work deals with the linear two-dimensional free vibrations of an inllated cylindrical mem-

_ brane. An air-inflated membrane is considered first. Vibration frequencies and modes are deter-

mined for various cases. The lowest mode shape is anti·symmetric. ln the rest of the work, the

membrane is inflated with water. ln some cases there is a reservoir of water on one side of the

membrane. The membrane equation of motion is solved using a fmite difference method, and the

hydrodynamic pressures on the membrane, caused by the motion of the intemal and extemal water

domains, are treated by the boundary element method. The effects of the membrane parameters,

intemal and extemal water head, and dcnsity of the membrane on the lowest four frequencies are

_ illustrated. For the membrane without the outside water, the first two natural frequencies agree

well with experimental values. The existence of the upstream head has a signiücant influence on

the frequencies, and the mode shapes are shown to be tilted toward the downstream side of the

membrane.
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t Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Scope

In this dissertation, the free vibrations of an inflatable cylindrical membrane dam which is filled

with water are investigated. Most previous studies have only considered hydrostatic conditions.

Few papers have treated the vibrational characteristics of the membrane, although two of these

dams have failed, which may have been caused by excessive hydrodynarnic forces. This aspect is

studied by looking into the linear free vibrations, including the hydrodynamic effect, in a two-

dimensional analysis.

The natural frequencies and the respective modes of vibrations are essential knowledge for further

investigations on forced vibrations, which involve overtlow conditions, wave forces and earth-

quakes. The purpose of this study is to provide research on this problem and facilitate the correct

design of the inflatable membrane.

Since the interaction between the rnembrane and water is complex, in this dissertation we make

the following simplifying assumptions:
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1. The membrane structure is sufficiently long, so that a two-dirnensional model of a section is

appropriate.

2. The effect of damping on membrane vibrations is neglected. A
3. The water is incompressible and inviscid.

4. The hydrodynamic pressures act on the membrane in the normal direction only.

5. The elongation of the membrane during vibrations is ignored.

6. The dynamic deflection of the membrane is small; therefore, a linear analysis is possible.

A fabric membrane has been used widely in various industries. Without inflation, it is useful as

a storage bag for grains or explosive materials [1], and in other applications. Upon inflation, it can

be used a.s a structure or as a temporary support for construction. Here a membrane dam pres-

surized by water is primarily studied, though it can also be pressurized by air, or a combination of

water and air.

Inllatable dams have been constructed around the world. Of late, more than 100 membrane

dams are being built in China alone, as water-impounding devices for flood control and the diver-

sion of streams. In addition, these dams can have the function of storing some of the water in the

rainy season for later farming uses. Features of applications of some dams already installed in the

United States are shown in Table 1.1. The membrane dam is especially economical and easily

constructed when compared to traditional concrete dams. Using it may cut the cost ofconstruction

up to 60%. Recent advanced techniques also help the fabric material of the membrane to achieve

higher durability.

Some investigations have been carried out to find the static shape of the membrane dam under

various loading conditions, but the collapse of a water-inflated dam in Pakistan, in 1967 [2], and

of a water-and•air-inllated dam in Australia, in 1969 [3], show the necessity to study the dynamic

behavior of the membrane dam.

It is anticipated that similar dynamic characteristics may exist between an air-inflated membrane

and a water-inflated membrane. Therefore, in Chapter 2, some aspects of the free vibrations of an

air~inflated cylindrical membrane are presented, which are similar to Firt’s work [4]. Some typical

INTRODUCTION ' 2
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mode shapes are plotted, and the relationship between the eigenvalues and the central angle of the

membrane curve is obtained.

The equilibrium analysis of a water-frlled membrane under hydrostatic conditions is presented in
‘

Chapter 3, in which the boundary value problem of the static profile is formulated and solved.

The obtained equilibrium shape is then used in Chapter 4, in the derivation of the equation of

motion of the water-inflated membrane. Only the case with no water outside the membrane is

considered in this chapter. The hydrodynarnic pressures are expressed in terms of the membrane

displacement vectors, with the use of a boundary element method and Bemoulli’s equation. Thus

the eigenvalue problem is forrnulated, and then solved by applying a frnite difference method. The
l

computed natural frequencies are compared to some experimental results.

In Chapter 5, the analysis is extended to include the hydrodynamic effect from an upstrearn head.

- The surface wave effect is assumed to be small, and the boundary element method is again applied.

Chapter 6 presents a summary of this investigation and some future research suggestions.

1.2 Literature Review 4

The shape of an inflatable membrane dam under static loading was investigated in many papers.

Anwar [5] presented a theory to find the static profiles of a water-inflated dam, as well as an air-

inflated dam when the irnpounding water was at the crest. Binnie [6] derived a closed form solution

under the same static condition, but concentrated on a water·inflated dam, and Irvine [7] performed

a similar analysis. The base width and perimeter length were taken into account, and the relations

between these factors, the intemal pressure, and the dam height were obtained.

Harrison [8] developed a frnite element technique, while Parbery [9] used a continuous method

_ including a Newton-Raphson scheme to solve the differential equations of equilibrium for air-

inflated and water·inflated membrane dams; the effects of the variations of some pararneters were

presented in figures. The former paper also pointed out that there were signiiicant differences in the

analysis of the inilatable membrane from that of a loaded cable. Since the solution of the equilib-
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rium equations might not be unique, the latter paper suggested that the Upstream head, instead of

the upstream membrane angle, and the membrane tension be the two unknowns to be determined.

Furthermore, this method was modified, such that it could deal with the loading conditions under

_ which the membrane near the downstream end was laid flat. With this treatment, difficulties en-

countered in the static analysis of a nearly full membrane dam were overcome. These numerical

methods are very general, and can be easily applied in practical cases.

An air-inflated membrane dam was considered by Parbery [10], and the effects of perirneter

length, membrane weight and elasticity were examined numerically. Assuming the membrane to

be weightless, a theoretical solution was derived, and was applicable for any level of retained water

head. Hitch and Narayanan [ll] presented figures showing the relations between the pararneters

of the equilibrium equations of a water-inflated dam when the retained water was at the crest.

Watson [I2] analyzed the shape of a water·fil1ed or an air·filled dam theorctically, when the water

was at the crest. ln particular, he presented results which might be useful in the design of these

dams.

A comprehensive study on the statics and the dynamics ofan air-inflated membrane was reported

in Firt [4], in which various loading conditions, such as wind loads and snow loads, were considered.

Part of his work on the free vibrations of cylindrical membranes is discussed in Chapter 2. Fagan

[13] reported that the effect of membrane weight on the free vibrational response of an air-inflated

membrane, which was weightless and impounded no water, was minor. Nonlinear vibrations were

considered by Leeuwrik [14], and ana.lyzed using a Galerkin approximation method.

Two series of model experiments were carried out by Baker, Buxton and Worster [15] to inves-

tigate the vibrations and stability of the flexible water-inflated membrane for the Mangla Dam

Project in Pakistan, under overflow conditions. They observed that the sectional model would vi-

brate and fluctuations in tension would become larger when increasing the head of the overflow.

However, the effects of the end conditions and the darnping factor could not be determined. It was

indicated that natural ventilation was the most effective method in lowering vibrations.

INTRODUCTION 4
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Chapter 2

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AIR—INFLATED

MEMBRANE

This chapter deals with the free vibrations of an air-inflated membrane, in the absence of any

extemal pressure. It is expected that similar vibrational modes may exist in the dynamic response

of a water~infIated membrane. Firt’s book [4] has treated this topic, and here we discuss it in a

similar manner. In addition, mode shapes and the relationship of the eigcnvalues to the central

angle of the membrane curve are presented in figures.

It is observed that the static membrane shape is circular, due to the constant pressure difference.

Results are based on the assumptions that the displacements of the membrane are small and its

extension, as well as the effect of damping, are negligible during vibrations.

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AIR-INFLATED MEMBRANE 6



2.1 Equation of Motion

Let us consider a membrane element of length dS in the dynamic state shown in Fig. 2.1. The

tangential and radial displacements at any point 0 and time t are denoted by v(0,z) and w(0,t), re-

spectively. The membrane tension T is also a function of both 0 and t. The mass per unit length

is denoted by p. 4

The equation of motion in the tangential direction has the form

pdS—-Q2-;=—T+(T+—‘2ld0)cosd0+qdSsin£. (2.1)
ät ÖÜ 2

The equation of motion in the radial direction yields

2 . 0 . 00;4dS%= Ts1n%—+(T+%d0) sm?-—qdS. (2.2)

Considering small vibrations, we have

cos d0 2 1, sin d0 2 d0, sin
%)-

2 % . (2.3)

Ignoring the second and higher power terms involving dS and d0, and cancelling appropriate terms,

equations (2.l)·(2.2) are reduced to

6% -a 1 .

61- T1- (2 5,[I ölz —
as q. .

The geometric relationship between the curvature of the dynamic state, 60/öS, and that of the

equilibrium state, d0„/dS, is also used in the derivation of the dynamic equation. From Henrych

[16], we reca.11

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AIRAINFLATED MEMBRANE 7



T4+ _ /7\ Q';.

„ *" fg
,
’

w / d0/1I
2-x,’

6/ CX
dp °&# R

0Fig.2.I Forces on Element of Air~Inllated Membrane

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AIR-INFLATED MEMBRANE 8



(2.6)

where

and %=%. (2.7)

Since R is constant for the circular air-inllated membrane, we note that the last term in the brackets

of equation (2.6) vanishes. Considering small dynamic del1ections(K= 1), equation (2.6) leads to

(2.8)

Substituting equation (2.8) into (2.4) and (2.5), we get

,.g;;¢=g(%.% 6.9,

(2.10)

lt is observed that T can be removed by combining equations (2.9)-(2.10) into one equation of

motion. Solving equation (2.10) for T yields

T=<l+*i*' @+·1L>_l<;¢£2i·+q).
(2.11)R 1:* 66* 1:* 61*

. Differentiating this with respect to 0 and noting that both q and R are constant, we obtain

EL.;@9
R 1:* 66* 1:* 1:* 66* 1:* @9 61*

+6+;%mm;
VIBRATIONS or AIRJNFLATED 1v11:Ms1:„•„~1a 9



Inserting this into equation (2.9), we have

@_ 1 Öaw 1 öw Özw
(R2 662+R2 @8

”612+q

3 (2.12)
+ „ .£.»L_

· 66612 —

Carrying out the linearization of the above equation, we have

62v 6 6%öwu—··—=—————+l + ——-—. (2.13)6:2 R 603 @8 'L
66612

Furthermore, v and w can be related directly using the previous assumption of membrane

inextensibility. Let the original element length and deformed element length be denoted as

N and M, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.2. lt follows that

N = Rdß,
n

(2.14)

M=(R—w)d6+(%z-é!>(R-w)- (%)(R-W)
(2.15)

= Rdü - wdü + dv.

We note that the above calculation has assumed small dynamic detlection, such _that

(R — w)/R ä 1. bet us then denote s as the membrane strain, which is equal to zero because of

inextensibility. We have .

A+:-0- N -R( w+ dg (2.16)

Thus,

-Aw- dg . (2.17)

Therefore, dillerentiating equation (2.13) with respect to 0 and using (2.17), we obtain the

equation of motion for the free vibrations of the air-inflated membrane in the radial direction:

FREE v1BRAT10Ns OF AIR-INFLATED MEMBRANE 10
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‘ lv

M

‘
a

R

- R
d0

Fig. 2.2 Element of Equilibrium and Dynamic State
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04w 02 MR özw MR özw (2.18)

Now, separating w in space a.nd time, we let

w(0,t) = $(0) sin wt (2.19)

. which satisües equation (2.18). Introducing equation (2.19) into (2.18), it follows that

A A

—?%+(1+l)%--.11/Ö=0 (2.20)

where

2R4 = Ä}-. _ (2.21)

2.2 Vibration Fre uencies and Mode Sl1a es*1 P

Following the work of Firt [4], we substitute w =
c¢”

into equation (2.20) and obtain

ß° +(1+ ).)ß2 — A = 0 (2.22)

which has roots

ß,_2=;1;-*7g.-(/1+.1+,/1+6}.+112 ,

(2.23)
ß3_4=i‘\/%'y/ -1-Ä+„/1+6,1+12.

It follows that we can write the general solution of equation (2.20) in the form

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AIR-INFLATED MEMBRANE 12



(2.24)

where a is the central angle of the circular membrane arc,

a - 2=—- 1+1+ 1+6.1+,1 , 2.2¤
NE «/ «/ ( 5)

b=J—„/-1-1+./1+61+.12, (2.26)./E

and C, are constants of integration. Also, from equation (2.17) and by assuming

v(9,!) = $(9) sin wt

we can write

$= —C, %cosa%+ C2%sina%+ C3 %coshb% + C4%sinh b%+ C5. (2.27)

The integration constant CQ is caused by the rotation of the circular membrane about its center.

The air·inllated membrane as shown in Fig. 2.3 does not allow such rotation during vibrations

because both ends are anchored; thus

The boundary conditions are

A A
0 = O, 0 = 0,— ‘§" 11) (2.29,w(a) = O, v(a) = O.

Applying these to equations (2.24) and (2.27) leads to the following simultaneous equations:

C2 + C4 = 0, (2.30)

FREE VIBRATIONS OF AlR—1NFLATED MEMBRANE 13
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Fig. 2.3 Geometry of an Air-Inilated Membrane
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C, sina+ C2cosa+C3 sinhb+C,c0shb=0, (2.31)

—c-L+cl=0
’

(232)I a 3 b
•

·

(2.33)

For a nontrivial solution to exist, we can put equations (2.30)·(2.33) in matrix form and then set

the determinant equal to zero:

0 l 0 1

sin a cos a sinh b cosh b
1 l = O. (2.34)— 0 — 0

b_ cos a sin a cosh b sinh b
a a b b

After simplification, we obtain the characteristic equation

bz — a2 . .2(l — cos a cosh b) + sin a srnh b = 0. (2.35)

The solution of the characteristic equation can be found by using a root-finding subroutine. The

lowest four eigenvalues (,1,, i = 1,2,3,4) corresponding to a series of a, ranging from 0.754 to 21:, are

calculated and shown in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.4. Firt has obtained the first four frequencies for

a = 7I as

Ä., = 1.71, 12 = 5.97, Ä3 = 13.07, Ä., = 21.86,

which are slightly higher than the values at a = 1: shown in Table 2.1. lt is observed that the natural

vibration frequencies increase rapidly when a decreases below 1:.

The mode shapes can be found by solving the three boundary equations (2.30)-(2.32) to get

C3, C3, and C, in terms of C, , and the result is inserted into equations (2.24) and (2.27) to yield
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20a/1: ,1, 11, ,1, A4

2 396.0289 815.6384 1596.0200 2416.0565
3 173.8420 361.0340 707.1545 1072.3259
4 96.1 128 201.9293 396.0757 602.0235
5 60.1736 128.2941 252.1158 384.3442
6 40.6901 88.3025 173.9406 266.1024
7 28.9805 64.1968 126.8280 194.8101
8 21.4178 48.5595 96.2734 148.5426
9 16.2683 37.8467 75.3472 1 16.8256

10 12.6182 30.1920 60.3992 94.1425
1 1 9.9486 24.5364 49.3579 77.3634
12 7.9468 20.2428 40.9770 64.6054
13 6.4151 16.9090 34.4702 54.6803
14 5.2235 14.2713 29.3210 46.8088
15 4.2836 12.1507 25.1795 40.4620
16 3.5335 10.4222 21.8012 35.2712
17 2.9290 8.9965 19.0115 30.9725
18 2.4377 7.8084 16.6829 27.3735
19 2.0355 6.8092 14.7205 24.3309
20 1.7040 5.9622 13.0526 21.7363
21 1.4293 5.2391 11.6241 19.5065
22 1.2005 4.6179 10.3922 17.5768
23 1.0091 4.0813 9.3231 15.8960
24 0.8483 3.6153 8.3902 14.4238‘
25 0.7128 3.2089 7.5718 13.1272
26 0.5981 2.8530 6.8506 11.9800
27 0.5008 2.5401 6.2122 10.9604° 28 0.4181 2.2642 5.6449 10.0504
29 0.3475 2.0202 5.1390 9.2353
30 0.2872 1.8037 4.6862 8.5026
31 0.2356 1.61I2 4.2798 7.8418
32 0.1913 1.4397 3.9139 7.2440
33 0.1533 1.2864 3.5837 6.7019
34 0.1206 1.1493 3.2849 6.2088
35 0.0924 1.0264 3.0139 5.7592
36 0.0681 0.9161 2.7676 5.3485
37 0.0471 0.8168 2.5433 4.9723
38 0.0291 0.7275 2.3388 4.6272
39 0.0135 0.6469 2.1518 4.3099
40 0.0000 0.5742 1.9807 4.0178

Table 2.1 The First Four }. Values vs. a
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(2.36)

fi=CI%-(—cosa%-+Hsina{2+coshb%—H%sinhb%-), (2.37)

where

. b .

H- Sl.!'lG+?S1I‘lhb 238_
cosa—coshb ° (' )

The first four mode shapes are plotted in Fig. 2.5 for a = TI'. We note that the lowest mode is

anti-symmetric, and is different from the first mode of free vibrations of a pinncd-pinned beam,

which is symmetric and of a single sign (i.e., has no node). This is understandable because the

membrane here is inextensible, and this symmetric mode is invalid. We note that the integral of

wir over the membrane curve is equal to zero, i.e., using equations (2.17) and (2.19),

V $»(0)d6 = $(1:) — $(0) = 0. (2.39)
0
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Chapter 3

STATIC ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the equilibrium analysis of the shape of the water-inflated mcmbrane dam under

static water forces is presented. The mcmbrane may have a water head on the upstream dam face

as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Employing a Runge·Kutta procedure for the integration of the differential

equations, along with an iterative scheme, the static profile is found. The obtained equilibrium

shape and tension are used in the dcrivation of the equation of motion of the mcmbrane in the next

chapter.

The mcmbrane weight is neglected, since there are usually much higher pressures on the mem-

brane from the internal water head. In addition, it is assumed that the mcmbrane material is

inextensible. Parbery [10] has justified that the influences of the mcmbrane weight and elasticity

on the static shape and tension are minor and negligible. For a treatment which includes both the

mcmbrane weight and elasticity, the reader is referred to Harrison [8] and Parbery [9].
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3.1 Equation of Equilibrium

Let us consider a diiferential element dS of unit width, where S isthe arc length and S0 is the

perimeter. The loading condition is shown in Fig. 3.2, where T„ is the tension per unit width, q is

the net normal pressure and aß, is the angle of the membrane measured counter·clockwise from the

X coordinate.

Summing foroes in the tangential direction gives

—T0+ To+
T1?

dS cos d¢0=0. (3.l)

Sirnilarly, summing forces in the radial direction gives

dT
[To + (78%

)dS] sin dn/«o + qdS = 0. . (3.2)

It is assumed that dnlq, is small such that

cos dnßo Q l, sin d¢«0 Q d•ß0.

Therefore, after neglecting products of ds and d•l¤„, and cancelling proper terms, equations

(3.l)·(3.2) lead to

dT° — 0 3 3ds — „ ( · )

d'Po 4*2;* — —
Ü

„ (3.4)

in which equation (3.3) irnplies that To is a constant along the perimeter.

_ Geometrically, we have
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= cos •/10,
(3.5)

ggü = sin •p,. (3.6)

We note that, in Fig. 3.1,

q = y(H, — H,) from A to B, (3.7a)

q= y(H,— Y) from B to C, (3.7b)

which come from the hydrostatic forces, where y is the specific weight of water, H, is the intemal

head and H, is the upstream head.

It is convenient to introduce the following non-dimensional variables:

where L, is the base length. _

To find the non·dimensiona1 tension t,, let us write

To = {to

where ( is an unknown dimensional factor. Introducing this into equation (3.4) and using the re-

lationships in equation (3.7) for q , it is easy to find that

{ = vlii

which leads to

z, =
ä

. (3.9)

Making use of the non-dimensional parameters and equation (3.7), equations (3.4)-(3.6) become
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d‘Po (hw " hl)
ds =T- from A to B, (3.10a)

d — h7%-= from B to C, (3.10b)

cos $0, (3.11)

dy .
ds = sm $0. (3.12)

The differential equations (3.10)-(3.12), together with the boundary conditions

x(0) = 0, (3.13)

y(0) = 0, (3.14)

x(s0) = 1, — (3.15)

y(-to) = 0» (3- 16)

which come from the ends of the membrane cross section, form the two-point boundary value

problem of the membrane. We note that the non·dimensional base length is equal to 1, as stated

in equation (3.15).

The upstream face has a portion of circular shape due to the constant pressure difference and

constant membrane tension, provided that there is an upstream head, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Equation (3.10) can be easily modified for loading conditions having no water on the upstream face,

or conditions involving a tail water. In the cases of no water outside the membrane, we use the

second formula of equation (3.10) through the whole membrane curve, while for the cases having

a downstream head, another formula must be inserted into equation (3.10) to account for the water

pressure changes on the downstream face.
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3.2 Numerical Analysis

For a given inflation condition, the boundary value problem consists of deterrnining the un-
”

known initial condition, ¢,,(0), and the induced membrane tension, 1,,, such that the boundary

conditions are satisfied. A closed form solution is impossible to obtain, and an iterative shooting

method is employed here to solve the nonlinear system of equations. The computation of 2,, com-

pxises the main difliculty in this analysis, since this unknown value is not involved in a boundary

condition.

The convergenee of the iterative scheme developed by Harrison [8] can easily fail, because of its

critical dependence on the closeness of the initial guesses of ¢,,(0) and t,, to the exact solution.

Parbery's scheme [9], which is based on deterrnining h, and t,,, can not be applied, because the in-

coherence of h, with the node on the membrane where h, is located causes a difliculty for the rep-

resentation of the hydrodynamic pressure from the upstream head on that node in Chapter 5.

Our method starts by guessing a value for ¢«,,(0), evaluating t,, by the subroutine ZEROIN [17],

and modifying t,, until equation (3.15) is satisfied. We keep on trying different values for ¤[«,,(0) until

we find an interval for •p,,(0) on which y(s,,) changes sign. Using the method of bisection, the in-

terval then can be used to improve the estimation of •ß,,(0) until the other boundary condition,

equation (3.16), is also satisfied. A Runge-Kutta subroutine, DVERK, from the lntemational

Mathematics and Statistical Library (IMSL), is used for the numerical integration. It is noted that

a proper range of l,, is required in using ZEROIN, such that the obtained shape is practical and

equation (3.15) is satislied. Applying the above iterative scheme developed here, the difliculty

pertaining to the uniqueness of the solution [9] of the differential equations is avoided.
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Chapter 4

FREE VIBRATIONS OF WATER-INFLATED

MEMBRANE

The linear free vibrations of the water-inflated membrane are investigated here. Using a boundary

element method and Bemoulli’s equation, the hydrodynamic pressures can be expressed in terms

of the displacement vectors along the membrane curve. The finite difference method is employed

to obtain the displacement derivatives and hydrodynamic pressure derivatives, and then the

eigertvalue problem is formulated.

We follow the static analysis of the previous chapter in deriving the equation of motion. The

same delinitions of parameters are used.

The water-inllated membrane considered irnpounds no water outside the membrane. The

membrane mass is included in the derivation of the equation of motion, and its effect on the free

vibration frequencies is discussed. However, the elasticity of the membrane material is still neg-

lected.

The major difliculty in solving the equation of motion pertains to the calculation of the unknown

hydrodynamic pressures on the membrane. We note that through Bemoulli’s equation, the
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hydrodynamic pressures and the velocity potential are related. So it becomes a potential problem

with specified boundary conditions. Also, since the water is assumed to be incompressible and

inviscid, its motion can be represented by the two-dirnensional Laplace’s equation. Applyir1g the

boundary element method to the Laplace’s equation, the relationship between the hydrodynamic

pressures and the membrane displacements is established.

The boundary element method could be replaced by the linite element method in treating the

potential problem at hand. The advantages of choosing the former method are that it requires less

data preparation effort and takes less time in computation for the same accuracy. In fact, it con-

tracts the dimensions of the problem by one, and we need to produce information on the membrane

only. For a description of this method, we refer to Brebbia [18] and Banerjee and Butterfield [19].

A Fortran IV computer program, based on the finite difference and the boundary element

methods, is written to solve the eigenvalue problem. A linear approximation for each boundary

element is used. The effects of the various parameters of the membrane and the relative density

of the membrane and the water are examined.

4.1 Equation of Motion

Again, let us take an infrnitesimal membrane element dS of unit width. The positive directions

of the tangential displacement v, the radial displacement w, and working forces are shown in Fig.

4.1. The hydrodynamic pressure p acts in the normal direction only. The displacements v a.nd w

are assumed to be small.

There are two equations of motion associated with two perpendicular directions of motion.

Tangentially, we have

Mrs? = (1,, + 1+%as> cos .1.1 — (1,, + 1). (4.1)

Radially, the equation of motion is _

FREE VIBRATIONS OF WATER-INFLATED MEMBRANE
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2 d
u

pdSi§’—=(T0+T+£dS)sinl+(T0+7)sin£+(q+p)dS. (4.2)

It is noted that v, w, nß, p, and T are functions of space S and time 1, while q is a function of S only

and 7}, is a constant. Since dtp is small, we can let

cosdnßgl, sindn/»;d¢, sinig-/Lälgß-.

Neglecting higher power terms involving dS and d¢, equations (4.l)~(4.2) can be written as

ä= EL (4 3)" aß «¤S‘ ‘

özw _ Ö1? Äp özz -T(, öS+TöS+q+p. ((4.4)

Equations (4.3)·(4.4) can be united into one equation of motion by the elimination of T. Solving

equation (4.4) for T gives

öv - az '
T= ‘[u?;*— (4+P)] — To-

Differentiating with respect to S, we obtain

ar av -4 6% aw“;r·"'+”>
ÖW -1 Ö3w ÖP öq+(

as)Insertingthe above equation into (4.3) and multiplying both sides by (ötß/65)* , we arrive at
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02*//@8
6r* 6s* 6:* @8 öSöz2 (4 5). 626 6-) öq öp °

In order to be concise, let us rewrite the above equation of motion in the form

u(~ß;)°v„ = — u~ßs;w„ + wß;ws„ + ¢ss(¢I +16) - Ws(¢7s + ps) (4-6)

where a subscript S denotes a derivative with respect to S, and a subscript t denotes a derivative

with respect to t . This notation is adopted for the rest of the work.

There are two relationships which are useful in putting the above equation into a less complicated

form: one is between (hs and (•ß„)s , the other is between w and v. First, recalling equation (2.6),

using the tcrminologies in this chapter and considering linear analysis, we have

W3 = (*//0),; + W5; + [(¢'o)5]2W + (*l(o)s5" (4-7)

in which we note that (nh); is not a constant for the water-inilated membrane.

Secondly, due to the assumption of membrane inextensibility, we obtain

öv=i4.8w W ( )

(see equation (2.17)). The derivations of the above relationships are similar to those given in

Chapter 2 and are not repeated. Applying the chain rule to equation (4.8), we write

öv öS - (4-9)

lt should be noted that we have considered the dynamic detlections of the membrane to be small.

Let us introduce the following simple notations for the derivatives of ¢„ with respect to S:

A = (¢o)s· B = (*/'o)ss· C= (¢o)sss• D = ('Po)ssss- (4-10)
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Using this notation, we rewrite equation (4.7) as

Inserting this into equation (4.9) ar1d neglecting nonlinear terms involving v, w and their derivatives,

we get

w=A"vS. (4.12)

For successful substitutions of equations (4.10)-(4.11) into (4.6), it is required to calculate

W5 = *
Ä_2BVs

+
A°lvs_;

S

WSS = vS(2A
-3Bz *

A”2C)
* 2A_2BVSs + A-IVSSS ,

WSSS = »S( -6A
"‘6’

+ 6A*366 -
A‘*6)

+ VSS(6/1-382 - 3A*26)

' M _2B"sss + Aqvssss ·

wir = A-1VSu •

-2 -1
wsn = ‘ A BVSM + A "S$n

·

and accordingly

lbs = A + Bv + VS(2Ä-332 - A°2C+ A)- 2A‘26»SS + A"»SSS, (4.13)

cv+vS( -614483 + 6A°3BC—A”2D+

26)Therefore,considering linear analysis, it follows that
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;4A2v„ + ;42A-‘Bv_s„ — p.v_s_s„ = Bq + Bp

+ [cv + »s( -6.4***63 + 6A'3BC- .4*30 + 26)
· + vss(6A*363 - 3A *3c+ A) -sA*36»sss + A*‘vssss](q + p) (4-15)

— Aqs ** APs
" [Bv ZA-ZBVSS + A_lVSsS](qS +p$)„

Now, let us suppose that p is of the same order as v, which is small, such that when

(q + p) or (qs + ps) are multiplied by v or its deiivatives we can specify

q + p z q , (4.16)

<is+Ps%¢7s· (4-V7)

Moreover, equation (4.15) can be further simplilied by replacing q and qs in terms of the equi-

librium membrane tension T„ . From equation (3.4), we can write

q = -ATo (4.18)

and thus

qs = *BTo

„Substitutingequations (4.18)-(4.19) into (4.15), using (4. 16)-(4. 17) when (q + p) or (qs + ps) is

multiplied by v or its deiivatives, and collecting similar terms, the equation of motion in the

tangential direction is in the form of

#A2"n + #24-183:1: * Pvssn = BP ‘ APs
+ T,,[»( -Ac + 63) + vs(aA *363 - 7A *36c +

A*‘6
- A6)

4 20- - ( · )
+ vss( -8.4 363 + 3A

‘c- A3)

+ "sss(4A AB) ' *'ssss]·
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4.2 Dimensional Analysis

It is desirable to nondimensionalize the parameters in the equation of motion as we have done

to the differential equations of equilibrium in Chapter 3. bet us recall that

S To:=—, to=——,
(4.2l)

where L„ is the base length and y is the specific weight of water. It is directly perceived that we can

add the following nondimensional parameters:

*7 = • *7: = vS¤ *7:: = Lovss, *;::: = Lä*’SS$• *7:::: = L(i*'SSSS• (422)Lo

Z=LoA, §=lgB, E= LÄC, D= LSD. (4.23)

To determine the nondimensional transformation of the hydrodynamic pressure p and time t, let

us define

- P
P = »

(4.24)2 = -L .ß

Hence,

- .'l. —
Ps “ lo Pr-

Lo -V1: =
F

VFB

(7 --
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Vssnß Lo

Equation (4.20) becomes ‘

6** - 6** —. —- 6** - « -- »7 --T*‘Z2"F?+ Tußu lB"sfi'7_'•T#V::i?=EBP’EAPs A
7 - —— -2+7;*'o[V(··AC+ß) (4.25)

+
7,(sZ*’§*

- 7Z**§E+ 2*5- XE)
-— 17,,,,].

We can choose 4 and ß to make the coellicients of Fi and .7*%; , respectively, equal to y/L„. It

follows that ‘

•1ß

= 7 -

Thus, from equation (4.24), we write= —— , 4.26.¤ ylo ( )

i= % z.
U

(4.27)

Using the dimeusionless quantities, therefore, we rewrite equation (4.20) as

ZZVFF FF — ZF:
+r0[ (4.28) .

+ 7,,( —sZ**§* +
sZ*‘E

- 2*) + g,,(4Z*‘® - 7,,,,].

Consider a vibration in which the displacement V(s, F) is separable in space 5 and time Y such that

the solution of equation (4.28) can be written in the form
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i7(.1·, F) = V(s) cos G? (4.29)

~ where 5 is the nondimensional natural frequency. lt follows that the hydrodynamic pressure is

harmonic, i.e.,

Y) = P(s) cos ZB?. (4.30)

i Then the eigenvalue problem can be written in the form

ä2(
- Ä2V— EP- XP,

+z,,[V(-ZE+§’)+ V,(8Z"§’—7X'2EE+Z"Ü-ZE) (4.31)

Since the ends of the membrane have no motion in both tangential and radial directions, with the

use of equation (4.12) the boundary conditions become _

V O = Ü, V O = O,( ) ,( ) (432)V(so) = O, V,(so) = O,

where s„ is the nondimensional perimeter length defined in equation (3.8).

4.3 Finite Difference Analysis

The boundary value problem, i.e., equations (4.3l)~(4.32), can be solved numerically by using the

linite difference technique. No general closed·form solution exists. The membrane is divided into

a discrete system of points and at each intemal point equations (4.31)-(4.32) are applied.

In the frrst place, let us write the fourth order differential equation in a more convenient form as

· özm V +ßV' +/3 V") = grp + 8z"' E
(4.33)
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where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to s and

jl = ' Zzv

fi = — ZZHE,

/3 = lv

./Ä=*0("ZE+E2)v
(434)}g=:„(8Z“’§’-7Z"§E+Z"5—ZE), °

Ä, = 1,,( - 6P*P + 3P*E - P),

/3 =
_

*0v

gt = Ev

&=“Ä

We note that f] and g, are functions of the static membrane tension t„ and angle ¢:„, which can be

obtained from the equilibrium analysis of Chapter 3.

The membrane curve is divided into N sections and the numbering of nodes is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The length of each membrane segment is denoted h. The subdivision of the base shown is needed

for the calculation of the hydrodynamic pressure in a subsequent section. Discretizing equation

(4Q3), we have

öl [(/i):*6 + (/}):*7 + (/}):*6”] = (81):P: + (32):P:, (4 35)
+((/Z1):*6 + (ß):*6' + %):*6" + (/9):*6"’ + (/§):*6’''')- (Or (= 2· ·N-

·
From the central difference concept, it is found that

, 1

*6Il 1V: = 2; (*6+1 — 2*6 + *6-1)- (4-37)
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II! 1W = Eh? (W+2 · 2W+1 + ZW-1 · W-2)- ‘ (4-38)

Ill!W = ?(W+2 · 4W+1 + 6W· 4W-1 + W-2)- (4-39)

Examining equations (4.36)~(4.39), it is seen that special manipulation is needed for some deriva-

· tives which require membrane displacement values outside the end points of the membrane.

Making use of equation (4.36) for the first derivative of V, the four boundary conditions (4.32) for

the discretized system become

VI = 0, = VG,

(4.40)
VN+l = 9· Wv = Wv+2-

Substituting equations (4.36)-(4.39) and using (4.40), (4.35) can be written as

N N

where

i=.3,«••’N,

ii2’•••’N,
l

4:,:+1 = (F2): + (IG): F= 21 1 N — I,
4:,:-2 = ' (F7): + (Fa): (= 4r 1 N1

_
=- F) +(F) +2(F) —4(F) i=3,..., V,4:,: 1 ( s: 6l 7l s: * (442)

42,2 = (F4)2 ‘ 2(F6)2 * (F7)2 + 7(Fs)2 1

4:,: = (F4): ‘* 2(F6): + 6(Fs): i= 31 1 N — L

4:1:,:1: = (F4):v * 2(F6):v + (F7)N + 7(Fs):v1

4:,1+1 = (Fs): + (F6): — Z(F2)1— 4(F11)1 i= 21 1 N — L

4:,:+2 = (F7): + (Fa): i= 21 1 N — 2,
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in which

f fFFF- FF?· FF?
(4.43)/3 Ä; ß Ä;

and all the rest of'a,_/and b,_j(i,j= 2,... , N) are zero.

lt is seen that jj given in equation (4.43) require information on t„ and $1, of the static analysis.

t„ is a constant along the membrane curve and does not need to be discretized, but the calculations „

of X, F, Ü and Ü in equation (4.34) for nodes 2 to N of the discretized membrane are still to be

dealt with. Using the central difference technique, the values of Ä, E, Ü and Ü at node i can be

approximated by

—· lA; = [(*%);.1.1 " ($0);.1]- (4-44)

E 4-% t<·;-0,,. — 2(*%)1+(*%);.1]• (4.46)

Ei =
ü

[(*%);+1 F 2(*%);+1 + 20%);.1 " (*%);-;]» (4-46)

Bi = '}%‘ [($0);+; — 4($0);+1 + 6($0); · 4($0);.1 + ($0);.;]- (4-47)

The static analysis of Chapter 3 gives (•1;„),,j = 1, , N. Examining the derivatives in equations

(4.44)-(4.47), we observe that the evaluation of C and Ü, at node 2 and N, require the use of

(1/;,,),, and (•}«„)„,,, which are outside the membrane and carmot be detennined. This difficulty is

overcome by the added use of the forward difference and backward difference. At node 2, with the

use of forward difference, the approxirnations of C and Ü are achieved by
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—
1 .- •-

C2 ä { (Ba ' B2)
1 (4.48)g {f [($0)4 " 3($0)3 +3($0)z ‘ ($0);] »

D2 ä { (Ca ‘ C2)
1 (4.49)ä {Ti ]:0·5($o)s ' 2($o)4 +3($o)3 ‘ 2($0)2 + 0·5($0);] · .

It should be mentioned that Ä, Ä, and EQ in the above calculations are obtained from the central

difference formula. Sirnilarly, applying the backward difference to Ü and Ü for node N, we have _

—
l

— -•
CN ä {(B1v‘ BN-1)

1 (4.50) ·
ä {7 [($0);v+; · 3($0);v +3($0);v.; — ($0);v..;] •

1 1
— -.DN g { (CN' CN-1)

I (4.5])
E [0·$($0);v+; * 2($o)1v +3($0)}v.; — 2($o);v.; + 0-5($0)N.g]»

where Ä,-, §„_, and Ü„_, are calculated from the central difference.

Therefore, besides the approximations of special derivative equations (4.48)-(4.5l), the majority

of the approxirnations of derivatives X, Ü, Ü and Ü can be calculated by equations (4.44)-(4.47).

4.4 Hydrodynamic Pressures

The hydrodynamic pressures described in previous sections are calculated using the boundary

element method. The boundary element method converts the two·dimensional potential flow

problem into a one-dimensional integral equation, which involves only the velocity potential and

its normal derivative on the boundary.
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4.4.1 Problem Formulation

Under the assumption that the water is incompressible and inviscid, the motion of the water can

be represented by the Laplace’s equation

6% 6% 1V2¢• =——+·—··=O
(4.52)6x* 61** ‘

where d>(X, Y,t) is the velocity potential. Since the normal velocity for the water particles along the

base of the membrane dam should be zero,

ö ö
73-% = = 0 on the base, (4.53)

in which n is the outward-pointing unit normal. Along the membrane surface, which is

impenetrable, the normal velocity of the water is equal to that of the membrane element. We thus

have

Ö¢
6;- — —w, . (4.54)

Using equation (4.12), we replace the normal displacement w in terms of the tangcntial displace-

ment v in (4.54) and obtain

ö -jf?= -,4 WS,. (4.55)

From Lamb [20], Bemoulli’s equation for an incompressible lluid has the form

P — ‘
v * 4 56j;·—¢>1+8Y—j( ¢>) +F(¢) (· )

in which p and g are the density of the water and the acceleration of gravity, respectively, F(t) is a

time·dependent integration "constant" and Vd> is the resultant potential, which can be put in the

form
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- @4 2 ä 2 2V‘f’"[(
ax) +(6r)]‘

Since the value of" F(t) has no effect on p, as pointed out by Lamb, we can set it equal to the specific

potential energy (—gY) . Moreover, in the perturbation of velocity, the (V¢)* in Bemoulli’s

equation becomes a second·order term and is neglected in our linear analysis. It follows that the

hydrodynarnic pressure is

P = P¢2 - (4-57)

lt is required that we transforrn this potential problem using the nondirnensional variables. Let

us define

¢ = X; • V

(4.58)
P = KF 2

where x and vc are unknown dirnensional factors. Using the nondimensional variables introduced

in section 4.2 and substituting equation (4.58) into (4.55) and (4.57), we have

@= -—I&Z"2·,;, (4.59)Loön x/IT

- ./27 .—
vl«)P = ¤<x —— P¢; 2 (4-60)-/7

in which we have used the nondimensional outward normal Fi such that

The results of equations (4.59) and (4.60) lead to

— ./27¢ = —·—— 4• 2 (4.62)Lä„/7
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- Lo
p = Tl- p . (4.63)

Applying these nondimensional variables, therefore, the linearized boundary value problem be-

comes

Vzg = 0 on the water domain, (4.64)

6- —.
= — A lvs; on the membrane, (4.65)

= 0 on the base, (4.66)

and equation (4.57) becomes

(4-67)

Since we consider only harmonic motion, as described in equations (4.29)·(4.30), we apply sep-

aration of variables for -4; and write

$(43 F) = d>(s) sin EF (4.68)

in which we represent in terms of the membrane arc length 4, rather than the Cartesian coordi-

nates. Eliminating the time factor by the substitutions of equations (4.29)-(4.30) and (4.68), the

potential problem is stated as

V2¢ = 0 on the water domain, (4.69)

= EZ" V' on the membrane, (4.70)

= 0 on the base, (4.71)
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where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to s. Also, the hydrodynamic pressure is

P = . (4.72)

4.4.2 Boundary Element Method

The potential problem described in equations (4.69)·(4.72) is solved using the boundary element

method, which is based on Green’s function. Let us suppose that Q denotes the water domain

inside the membrane and F the boundary domain, which includes the membrane curve and the

base. Applying the free space Green’s function, G, of Laplace’s equation, we can obtain the integral

equation

öG ö<!>(:> _ ~ ~
fr

|:<l‘>(s)
Ö'?

ds - ar.; Gilds - a(s) <I>(s) (4.73)

in which

F 6 Q + F , s 6 I" ,
__ __ (4.74)

G=1og Ilength fromsto sl =log ls-: l,

and

(i) if?6 Qthc¤a=21r,

(ii) if
si

6 F then a is the internal angle at E'.

Substituting the bounda.ry conditions (4.70) and (4.71) into equation (4.73), it is possible to solve

for the unknown velocity potential <l> on the boundary. However, for the Neumann problem

(ö<D/öi is given on all of I') [21] a complementary condition

f
<D(s)ds = 0 (4.75)1*
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must be imposed to ensure a unique solution for <I>.

The boundary I" is subdivided into intervals as shown in Fig. 4.2, in which the membrane con-

tains N segments and the base has M segments. Linear approxirnations are employed for

<I> and ö<D/öi on each element. Thus, on each straight line interval l",, connected between nodal

points j andj+ l, the values of <l> and ö<D/öfi are

¢ = (l — f)¢/ + €<I>j_,_, , (4.76)

ö<I>
ad)! ö¢J+1

ÖH —(l—€) ÖH +<f ÖH „ (4~77)

where 6 is a linea.r interpolation function which is zero at nodej and is unity at nodej+ l. Applying

equation (4.73) at each node of the boundary and using equations (4.76)·(4.77), we have

N4-M
öG öG

—-]¤lI I"+^’
ao, 6a>,+, (4-78)—
-1-I (l ——6)Gd.r+—w—-Il, {Gd:ön I- ön I-_/¤l

I I

=a)¢I, i=l,...,N+M

in which now G = logr= log ls — EI and f
I_ denotes integration over the interval l',. Instead of
1

using a numerical quadrature formula for approximate evaluations, Ingham, Heggs and Manzoon

[22] presented analytical expressions for the exact evaluations of the integrals in equation (4.78).

Consider the boundary element I", with a point source at node i, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Let Ii

denote the length of the interval and a and b denote the distances of node i from nodes j andj+ l,

respectively. The following expressions are given in [22] :

I Pi ds = 1, , (4.79)
I- Ö?]

1
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I
Gd.: = J, , . (4.80)

V1

f §@d.r=·%(acosßI,+I2), (4.81),-/ ön h

{Gd: = (a cos ßJ, + J2) , (4.82)
F, h

where

I, = gp , (4.83a)

I2 = a sin ß( log b — log a) , (4.83b)

J, = acos ß( log a — log b) +
b\(

log b -1)+ anß sin ß, (4.83c)

J2 = -%·
(bz log b — az log a) - %

(bz — az) , (4.83d)

and (la and ß are calculated by

.2 2 ^2
(4.84)

2 ^2 2
ogßgn, (4.85)

2a/1

In equation (4.83), we notice that special cases arise if either a or b is zero. In both cases, the

values of I, and I2 are equal to zero and [23]
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A A

J, =h(logh - I).

However, if a = 0, .

I!z=—82<;—§·1¤s/li):

and if b = 0,

A l I A
J2 = h2(·I—?logh) .

Furthermore, if nodes i,j andj+ I are collinear (i.e., ß = 0 or ß = er ), it is found that I, and I, are

both zero and the formula for J, in equation (4.83) can be simplilied to the following :

if ß = O ,

J, =a(loga—l) — b(logb~—l);

Hß=¤,

J, = a(l —loga) + b(logb—l).

Therefore, the linear algebraic equation can be expressed in matrix form as

ö<D (*86)

where

l lR',] = {Il * ';;'°(GCOS ßll + I2) (G COS ßll + [2)}rj_‘,

LU = {J, —+(acos ßJ, +J2)} + {—%-(acos ßJ, +./2)} ,
h F1 h I-1·¤

ÖU denotes the Kroneckcr delta, and the subscxipt I", outside the { } indicates the use of the element

I', for the computatious inside the { }._ We notice that whenj= 1, I"„,„ =
l“j_,

.
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j+ 1

Hg. 4.3 Straight Line Element Geometry
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Since our problem is of Neumann type, the additional condition (4.75) must be imposed. Using

the linear approximation for <D and equation (4.75), we have

N+M
{G?]-[ (1 —f)d.r+<l>j+,f fd.r}=0.

j=l V1 V1

Then,

N+M ^ ^
{dy

it?
+ ¢I>!+I = 0 (4.87)

J-!

where the subscript (j) of li indicates the boundary element involved. The addition of equation

(4.87) to (4.86) as the last algebraic equation fonns a new matrix system,

[E] {<1>} = [Z] {gg}
(4.88)ön ~

in which both.[Ä] and [li] are of order (N +M+ l) x (N + M). From equation (4.87) the coefti-

cients in the last rows of [Ä] and [li] are

#2 li" J) J-!) .
RN+M+l,j=T+_—T r ]= l••··»N+M•

LN+M+l’/='~0' j=1,„••,N+M,

in which we note when j = 1, (N+ M) = (j- l). Substituting the boundary conditions into equation

(4.88) and arranging the known boundary conditions on the right hand side, we can then solve for

the missing boundary infonnation. We note that [Ä] and [li] are rectangular matrices, and the

matrix operation can be achieved in a least-squares sense.
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4.4.3 Application

Discretizations of the boundary conditions (4.70) and (4.71) lead to

mz --1 , .·ä?=wAl , 1=l,...,N+l, (4,89)

öd>, _
ä=·=0, 1=N+2,...,N+M. (4.90)

Equation (4.88) then can be manipulated such that

öd> (441)

in which

gcc; = [E14 [Z1.

We now proceed by separating {<l>} in equation (4.91) into two submatrices, {<I>,„} and {<b,,}. Let

{<l>„,} and {45,,} represent the velocity potential on the membrane and on the base, respectively. ln

a similar manner, separate {ö<l>/öü} into {öd>,„/65} and {045,,/öri}. Then equation (4.91) can be ex-

pressed as

{(9*m}}[ECCMÜ{dy,}[CC2,] [CC22] {ö<l>,,/öii}

Since we only need {<I>},„, expanding this and noting equation (4.90) we have

ä<I>„,
{(DM}(N+l)Xl = [CCll](N+l)x(N+l) Y · (4-92)

(1v+l)Xl .

Applying equation (4.89), and using (4.36) and the boundary conditions (4.40), we can construct

a coefiicient matrix [TM] such that
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0
{¢M}(N+l)Xl = [CCM] [TM] E {{*4}

0_
0 (4.93)

= ö[PD](1v+1)¤(1v+1){(")}
0 (N+l)xl

in which

Z-1
TM1,1 = " '“;f

·
2;*

F .TM/_j_]=—·—2T , j=2,...,N,
·-1

TM =i- j = 2 .. N.],1/+]
zh

1 1 ·
• 1

2;* ,
TM~+1,1v = ‘ "'%

·2;*,
TM1v+1,~+1 =+ ·

All the rest of TM,_/(i, j= I, , N + I) are zero and h is the length of the membrane element as

defined previously. The evaluations of Ä and Äw, can be obtained by applying forward and

backward differences, respectively, in a similar manner to that described in Section 4.3.

Discretizing equation (4.72), the hydrodynamic pressure on the membrane can be written as

0
{P)(~+1)¤1 = 52/7 [PD](N+I)x(N+l) {(*4} · (494)

0 (N+l)xl

Therefore, considering the hydrodynamic pressure P from node 2 to node N and expanding (4.94),

we obtain

P,=ö2$ PD,_/ij, i,j= 2, (4.95)
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The hydrodynarnic pressure derivative on the membrane is calculated using the central difference

concept. Hence

P,’
= G2? TNU, PDk_ J IQ

2 (4.96)
=ä ,7PE V, i,j=2,...,N; k= 1,...,N+lLJ J

in which

l .
1=2,...,N,

TN,J+, =ä, z= 2,,N.

Substituting equations (4.95) and (4.96) into (4.41), the resulting eigenvalue problem of the free

vibrations of the water·inflated membrane is

N N
6* [b,_J—1ä'J-1E_J]1g = a,_JlQ, r¤r1=2, ...,N (4.97)

J=Z /=·Z

in which

FÖJ =F(é’¤)("D:.J·
FE,} =I·T(g2)lPEl,jv

and g, and gz are defmed in equation (4.34).

4.5 Numerical Results

4.5.1 Computer Programming

A complete computer program is written to determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

water-inllated membrane. The static shape is obtained using the method described in Chapter 3.

We note that at present the static shape is symmetric; on account of that, a small subroutine SYM
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is created for the purpose of smoothing the data points which are obtained from the static analysis

and making the shape exactly symmetric. This provides one way of checking and correcting pro-

gramming errors when unreasonable results are obtained.

The constructions of b,_j and a,_, in equation (4.97) are straightforward as described in Sec; 4.3.

Since the membrane shape is made exactly symmetric, b,_j and a,_, are syrnmetric matrices. The

formation of the coefiicient matrices, i.e., [Ä] and [I:] in equation (4.88), using the boundary el-

ement method, for the evaluation of the hydrodynamic pressure is more complicated and must be

carried out with caution. The fundamental programming structure of these matrices follows the

computer program GM8 presented in the last chapter of Liggett and Liu [24], but is modified such

that the calculations in Subsection 4.4.2 are used. These coeflicient matrices are non·symmetric

and fully-populated matrices which follow the essence of the boundary element method. Never-

theless, if we exarnine the first (N+ 1) x (N + 1) elements of [Ii] and [Ii], they appear to be sym-

metric because of the symrnetric static shape. The inverse of the rectangular matrix [Ä] in equation
_ (4.91) is completed using a subroutine LGINF from IMSL. The eigenvalue problem posed in

equation (4.97) is solved using the EIGZF subroutine in IMSL.

The accuracy of the results depends upon the number of intervals used in the boundary domain.

A convergence test is conducted in order to choose a suitable number of segments of the boundary

domain, such that the stability of the numerical results is ensured. We assume that the perimeter

length .r„ and the intemal water head h, of the water-inflated membrane are 2.5 and 2.0, respectively.

The parameter B is assumedto be 1 for this convergence test. The first four eigenvalues are com-

puted and listed in Table 4.1 for various numbers of intervals on the membrane curve and the base.

We note that the results become more accurate as the number of intervals N of the membrane in-

creases. However, increasing the number of intervals M of the base influences the results insignif-

icantly. The two values N = 61 and M = ll are chosen to obtain the results in subsequent

subsections.

Refening to Brebbia [18|, the discontinuities of the potential at both ends of the membrane can

be treated using double~node representations. Each of these two nodes has a different boundary

property, which depends on the location of the node. However, for these obtuse comers, it can
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be shown that the results of this scheme are only slightly irnproved when small elements are used

along the boundary.

4.5.2 Results

The effects of the parameters of the membrane and the relative densities of the membrane and

water on the natural frequencies of the water·in1lated membrane are examined numerically. The

results are presented in ligures and the first four eigenvalues, .1, which are equal to
52,

are shown.

Typical mode shapes are shown in Fig. 4.4, and are similar to those of the air-inllated membrane.

A model experiment was conducted to fnd the first two eigenvalues for different intemal water

heads. The length of the cylindrical membrane along the generators was 175.3 cm, while the base

length L, and the perirneter S, of the membrane were 17.8 cm and 78.0 cm, respectively. The

membrane mass per unit area was equal to 0.0627 gm/cm'. Three different intemal water heads,

H,, were used: (i) 46.7 cm, (ii) 68.1 cm, (iii) 88.4 cm. From the experiment, the corresponding

natural frequencies were
1

(i) w, = 11.2 sec", wa = 15.7 sec",

(ii) w, = 12.6 sec", w, = 28.6 sec*‘,

(iii) w, = 15.7 sec", w, = 27.3 sec*'.

The corresponding theoretical numerical results for the above membrane are

(i) w, = 8.15 sec·‘, rn, = 16.30 sec",

(ii) w, = 10.60 sec", aw, = 22.75 sec",

(iii) w, = 12.58 sec", w,= 27.71 sec·‘.

Considering the crudeness of the experiment, it is fair to say that the numerical results agree well

with those of the experiment.

The experimental results are marked in Fig. 4.5, which also gives the frrst four ,1 values for h,

ranging from 2.2 to 5. lf s, is equal to 2.5, the results are shown in Fig. 4.6 for h, ranging from 1

to 4. We note that the water density p is equal to 1000 kg/ml. This value is used in equation (4.63)

to yield F, which has the value of 283.42. ln view of Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, an increase of the intemal

water head results in an increase of the natural frequencies.
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. 25 21 0.8183 3.7595 10.3046 19.0817
51 11 0.8360 3.8397 10.5492 19.6298
S1 21 0.8362 3.8412 10.5524 19.6353
51 31 0.8362 3.8420 10.5536 19.6378
61 11 0.8377 3.8475 10.5731 19.6828
61 21 0.8378 3.8488 10.5757 19.6872
61 31 0.8379 3.8495 10.5767 19.6893
71 11 0.8387 3.8522 10.5877 19.7151
71 21 0.8388 3.8533 10.5899 19.7188

- Table 4.1 Test of Convergencc Using so
-

2.5, he =- 2.0, h«
-

0.0, and ;
- 1
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The effect of the membrane mass can be shown to be insignificant by ignoring AJ in equation

(4.97). Using case (iii) of the experiment as an example, the natural frequencies, after neglecting the

membrane mass, become w, = 12.67 sec" and w, = 27.84 sec".· However, this effect is included in

our dynamic analysis. _

Two different values of h,, (i) 2.0 and (ii) 4.0, are considered in examining the effect of the per-

imeter length as shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. Z is assumed to be 283.42. lt is seen that the

eigenvalues increase rapidly as 8,, becomes closer to L,,, which corresponds to so approaching 1.

The effect of the relative densities, in terms of the parameter p', is examined first by considering

two cases: (a) s„ = 2.5, h,= 2.0, (b) so = 4.0, h, = 4.0. lt is noted that E is a function of the di-

mensional pararneters 1.,,,;; and p as shown in equation (4.63), in which ii is the mass per unit

length of the membrane (for a unit width). For E ranging from 0 to 500, the results are shown in

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 for case (a) and case (b), respectively. lt is observed that A becomes larger

as E decreases. 4
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Chapter 5

This chapter deals with the free vibrations of a water-inilated dam with impounding water on the

upstream side. Using the same terminology and deiivations as in Chapter 4, we can arxive at a

similar eigenvalue equation to that in equation (4.97), i.e.,

N N
-2 —— — .

60exceptthat in the last two terms of the left hand bracket we have to include the pressure resulting

from the vibrations of the upstream exterior water domain. The exterior hydrodynamic pressure
l

is treated in this chapter.

The applications of boundary element methods in the studies of seismic responses of rigid a.nd

elastic dams impounding water on the upstream sides appeared in [25-28}; however, none of these

works involved the investigation of the free vibration behavior. Shingu and Nishimura [29} studied
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the free vibrations of immersed conical shells numerically by the fmite element method and the re-

sults agreed well with experimental values.

Here, the exterior hydrodynamic pressure is treated using the boundary element method described

in Section 4.4. The advantage of the use of the boundary element method over other domain

methods, such as finite element methods, becomes evident, since only the boundary information is

required.

In addition to the assumptions made on the membrane and the water in Chapter 4, the motion

of the water is assumed to be small, and the effect of waves at the free surface of the impounded

water is neglected. The upstream base, as well as the membrane base, is flat. The fictional
boundary of the infmite domain is vertical, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

A subroutine is written to deal with the extemal pressure. Effects of the intemal water head,

impounding water height, and relative water density are examined.

5.1 Problem Formulation

To find the extemal hydrodynamic pressure acting on the membrane, we apply a similar ap-

proach to that in the previous chapter, by first formulating the two·dimensional potential flow

problem. Again, the dimensionless Laplace’s equation of the exterior water domain is

v*$, = 0 (5.2)

in which Ä, is the velocity potential of the exterior domain. The corresponding boundary condition

on the base is

Ä= 0, (5.3)ön,
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A vertical fictitious boundary is assumed at the far end of the infinite domain, and the

hydrodynamic pressure of the water is zero; thus, using Bcmoulli's equation, which relates the
pressure_and velocity potential, on the fictitious boundary, wc have

3, = 0. ($.4)

On the other hand, at this boundary we can put the velocity of the water motion equal to zero by

letting

ä= 0.
ön,

Nevertheless, the distinction of the choice become insignificant as the distance of the fictitious

boundary from the membrane is incrnased to several times larger than the base length L,,, and

equation (5.4) is used for the condition on the fictitious boundary.

Since the displacements on the free surface are small, i.e., the effcct of the surface waves is disre-

garded, the hydrodynarnic pressure on the free surface is also zero; thus, on the free surface we have

3, = 0. (5.5)

On the interaction boundary we have

· age ‘—l
-7 = A ·. $.6ans v„ ( )

It is important to note that the outward normal H, is defined with respect to the exterior domain,

and the definition of the direction of the membrane displacement v is unchanged from that of

Chapter 4; therefore, equation (5.6) is different from (4.65) in sign.

Then, considering harmonic motion, we write

$,(:, f) = <D,(s) sin Ef,

and after dropping the time factors in equations (5.2)·(5.6), we can write the boundary problem as
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Vztb, = 0 on the exterior domain, (5.7)

and the corresponding boundary conditions are

ö<b—;ä· = 0 on the base, ' ‘
(5.8)ön,

<D, = 0 on the free surface and iictitious boundary,
l

(5.9)

66 -.
= — GA IV' on the membrane. (5.10)ön,

U

The relationship between the extemal hydrodynamic pressure and velocity potential is

P, = @6,, (5.11)

which is the same as equation (4.72), but the direction of P, defined here is opposite to that of P.

5.2 Application of Boundary Element Method

The formulation of the boundary element method to solve the Laplace’s potential problem is

given explicitly in Subsection 4.4.2, and the linear interpolation functions for the velocity potential

and its derivative are again employed. For the interior water domain the Neumann condition, i.e.,

equation (4.75), is unchanged and imposed; but for the exterior domain, no additional equation is

required because it has mixed boundary conditions, as described in equations (5.8)-(5.10).

The procedure for the attainment of the interior hydrodynamic pressure is the same here as de~

scribed in Subsection 4.4.3 and is not repeated; a parallel technique is used in treating the

hydrodynamic pressure for the exterior domain.

The exterior computational domain is comprised of the upstream bottom
1“,,,

the fictitious ver-
tical boundary F, , the free surface l“,, and the upstream dam face I', as shown in Fig. 5.1. The
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velocity potential and its deiivative for each boundary component are defined by adding the ap-

propriate subscripts. ·Discretizing the boundary domain and using the boundary element method,

we set up a system of algebraic equations for the Laplace’s equation (5.7) as

ö<D „
L

[R] {e,} = [1.] (5.12)öne

For simplicity's sake, no subscript is added for these new cocflicient matrices, i.e., [R] and [L],

and compared to equation (4.88), no auxiliary condition is needed since this exterior potential

problem has mixed boundary conditions. Therefore, [R] and [L] are square matxices. .

' Discretized fonns of the boundary equations (5.8)~(5.l0) are

ö<D„ ‘
—7

= 0 OH F

,(Q),= 0 on F, and 1‘,, (5.14)

übe "-1-—: = -511 V', onl'“. (5.15)
< ang )l 1 1 d

Using these known boundary conditions in equation (5.12), putting them on the right hand side

and rearranging the coeflicient matrices accordingly, we have

{@1} {@*%/8*7}
öd> ö' d>[mv] {

"

ti = [uv] { fi (5.16)
{ad):/Ü"} ¢ {ms} ¢

tw} {@·¤.„1@¤}

in which the subscript e is moved outside the braces and is replaced by an appropriate subscript

symbolizing the corresponding part of the boundary, for the representations of <D and ö<I>/ÖH.

To get a relationship between {®_,}, and {ö<I>,/örT},, let us first take the inverse of [RN] such that
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{$1;} {Ö$1;/Ü'?}
{öd> öü} {dä}Ä _ = [111)] {

_ {Ö$,/Ö"} 1; {$„} „

{$4}where

[1112] = [RN]4 [uv] .

llence, expanding the above equation and noting equations (5. I3)-(5. I4), we have

s I7d a‘ ‘
' 0,7

8
( · )

where [EE] is a square submatrix of [I)D] which corresponds to {0<l>„,/GH},. Now let us assume

that, according to the numbering rule of the intcrior domain, NI. is the number of the node which

is at the level of the upstream height; consequently, the orders of both {tbd}, and {0<D,,/OH}, are

NL x l.

Prior to applying equation (5.15), we notice that in equation (5.17) the numbering of the nodes

along the upstream interface needs to be reordercd inverscly such that it is consistent with that of

the interior domain; thus, after doing this we have

.. örbd
{$4}(1v1.);«1 = [EE](1v1.);«(1vL) *-,35 (NLM · (5·l8)

I
Applying equation (5.15) into (5. l8), and using (4.32) and (4.36), we get

<1> — [1%] rr — 0 ‘
{ 4}(1v1.);«1 —

· [ ·] w {V}
(5. I9)— 6 [/*7)] {

0 }~(1v1.);«(1v1.) {V} (NDH

The above process is similar to the one described in obtaining equation (4.93). We notice the dif-

ferences in sign between elements of [TE] and those of [TM] in equation (4.93).
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Discretizing equation (5.ll) along the interaction boundary, we can express the hydrodynamic

pressure along the interface as

{P}, = 6*; [P7>](„,_,„(„L, {(3}} . (5.20)
(~1.}¤1

The hydrodynamic pressure from the upstream harmonic water motion can then be taken into

account by subtracting [PD] in equation (4.20) from the first (NL) x (NL) elements of [PD] in

equation (4.94), while the rest of the elements in [PD] are kept unchanged, and using this newly

forrnulated [PD] to irnplement the remaining calculations from equations (4.95)-(4.97).

5.3 Numerical Results

5.3.l Computer Programming
l

A computer subroutine is written to incorporate the computations described in the preceding

section. The equilibrium shape of the dam used for computation is non·symmetric because of the

existence of upstream water; thus, the subroutine SYM described in Chapter 4 can not be used here.

The supplemental subroutine is comprised of the setting up of the boundary coordinates clock-

wise for the exterior domain according to the specified water height and the location of the imag-

nary boundary, and the use of the boundary element method to compute the matrix [PD] in

equation (4.20), which is needed for the representation of the exterior hydrodynarnic pressure.

On the upstream membrane boundary, I], the membrane elements must be matched while cal-

culating the pressures from both the interior and exterior domains, in order that [PD] can be

subtracted from the submatrix of [PD] in equation (4.94); the specified exterior water height h,,,

therefore, must be at the elevation of a node on the membrane. This causes an inconvenience if

the results of a specified upstream water height are to be found; however, it can be achieved by

scaling the results of two nodes nearest to that water level.
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In our typical studies, the presence of two sharp comers on the membrane side of the exterior

domain can considerably lessen the accuracy of results when using the boundary element method,

because the convergence near these comers is slow [18]. This difficulty near the comers can be

substantially diminished by the use of the double·node representation of comers, with each node

located on a different boundary section. This approach is applied for all the comers in the exterior

domain, while the one-node representation of the two comers is applied in the interior domain for

the reason discussed in Subsection 4.5.1.

In addition, for clarity we use the same number of elements for I", as for I",, and the same for
I", as for I",.

It should be observed that for some reasons the obtained A may include a few negative or com-

plex values, and have complex numbers for the higher modes. The latter may be similar to the

ill·conditioned matrix approximations of the reduced wave integral equations [30]; the former may

come from the damping effect of the exterior water motion. However, the first four A values have

no abrupt changes in values in figures presented later and are seen to be rcliable.

A convergence test is performed to determine the appropriate location of the fictitious boundary

and the fmeness of the boundary element mesh, while the mesh for the interior domain is the same

as that in Chapter 4. As shown in Table 5.1, the convergence is quickly achieved as the length of

the base, XL, and the number of the elements of I",, NI, increase. The values NI = 50 and

XL = 5.0 are selected for our numerical calculations.

5.3.2 Results

The effects of various dimensionless parameters and the relative density are investigated numer-

ically. Again, the first four eigenvalues A, which are equal to the frequency squared, are studied

against the other parameters. Typical natural vibration modes are illustrated in Fig. 5.2, and are

seen to be tilted toward the downstrearn side. ~
Figs. 5.3-5.6 show the effects of h,, and h, at the same time, while the membrane perimeter :0,

water elevation difference h,„, i.e., h, — h,,, and relative density F are fixed. At F = 1, A increases
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NI XL .1 1 ,12 A, A,

10 2.0 0.3545 1.6938 4.9069 9.6772
I

20 3.0 0.3534 1.6923 4.9115 9.6719
30 3.0 0.3539 1.6938 4.9126 9.6727
40 4.0 0.3543 1.6945 4.9122 9.6737
50 4.0 0.3544 1.6948 4.9126 9.6738
50 5.0 0.3543 1.6946 4.9122 9.6739
60 5.0 0.3544 1.6948 4.9125 9.6739
70 6.0 0.3544 1.6948 4.9125 9.6739
70 7.0 0.3544 1.6947 4.9122 9.6739

Table 5.1 Test of Convergence Using so
-

2.5, he = 1.3121, hw = 0.7131,
NL = 2l,andß°=·l
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almost linearly as h,, increases; at E = 100, the third and fourth ,1 values increase significantly as h,,

increases beyond 0.5.

The effect of the relative density is illustrated in Fig. 5.7 for .1*,, = 2.5, NL = 22, and hi, = 0.75.

Similar results are seen in Figs. 4.9-4.10, for cases excluding the outside water.

Further, Figs. 5.8-5.9 show the effect of h,,, while keeping hi fixed and 5= 100, for the two

cases: (a) s, = 2, hi = 2.0, (b) si, = 4, hi = 4.5. Some of the values for these two figures are listed in

Table 5.2. It is seen that J. decreases as h,, rises from 0 to about 0.5, and then the J. values may

increase or decrease, as h,, continues to rise near the crest. However, the results of some investi-

gations [29,31-33} showed that the natural frequencies become lower when some structures, e.g.,

plates or conical shells, vibrate in water. This disagreement may be attributed to the higher flexi-

bility of the membrane, whose equilibrium shape changes significantly due to the existence of the

outside water.
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h.0.0 0.0478 0.1847 0.6800 1.3610
0.25 0.0471 0.1807 0.6404 1.2593
0.4 0.0453 0.1741 0.5757 1.25 I6
0.5 0.0434 0.1698 0.5631 1.3033
0.6 0.0410 0.1683 0.5773 1.4077
0.75 0.0369 0.1742 0.6580 1.6899
0.8 0.0354 0.1802 0.7135 1.8724

(a)

h.0.0 0.0327 0.1556 0.5950 1.1908
0.25 0.0324 0.1529 0.5606 1.1051
0.4 0.0317 0.1482 0.5135 1.0558
0.5 0.0311 0.1446 0.4910 1.0644
0.6 ' 0.0303 0.1413 0.4784 1.0840
0.75 0.0290 0.1379 0.4771 1.1447
1.0 0.0265 0.1372 0.5114 1.2991

(b)

Table 5.2 The Effect of h• on 1. (a) for so - 2.5, hu - 2.0, and ; =- I00.0;
(b) for so = 4.0, lu

-
4.5, and;

- I00.0
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

This work deals primarily with the two-dirnensional free vibrations of a water·inllated cylindrical

membrane. The membrane equation of motion is derived and numerically solved using a finite

difference method. The hydrodynamic pressure on the membrane is written in tenns of the mem-

brane displacements using a boundary integral equation method.

An effective iterative scheme, shooting ¤p„(0) and to, is developed to find the equilibrium shape.

For the membrane without water outside, the natural frequencies agree well with experimental

values. The effect of the membrane mass is found to be insignificant. The eigenvalues increase

almost linearly as the water head increases. The eigenvalues decrease as the ratio of the perimeter

over base length increases, and become larger as the relative density of the water decreases. ·

For the membrane with an upstrearn water head, the free vibration modes are shown to be tilted

toward the downstream side. In some typical illustrations, the eigenvalues ordinarily increase as the

internal and upstream heads increase sirnultaneously, except when the internal head is low. The
effect of the relative density is similar to the results of the case with no water outside. The existence

CONCLUSION - ss



of the upstream head, while the intemal head is kept fixed, affects the eigenvalues differently from

the previous findings of other, stiffer, immersed structures; it is not always true that the existence

of the outside water causes a drop in the lower eigenvalues in our study.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Studies

It is desirable to consider the compressibility of the fluid by solving a reduced wave integral

equation and adding a radiation condition on the infinite water domain; thus, the impedance factori
of the water motion can be examined. The surface wave may be included in calculating the exterior

hydrodynarnic pressure, but an expensive iterative scheme would be needed to find the eigenvalues.
‘ Also, the membrane behavior during earthquakes might be investigated.

The use of the finite element method in further studies to compute the hydrodynarnic pressure

may be considered. The programming of the boundary element method is highly problem de-

· pendent; on the other hand, existing finite element programs may be readily applied to the

hydrodynarnic analysis.
A

_

The behavior of the water-inflated dam under overflow conditions needs to be investigated. The

fluctuation of the hydrodynarnic pressure on the membrane during overflow may cause membrane

collapse.
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